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Let QF denote the ring of integers in an algebraic number field F and 
L/F a Galois extension. Let K and K’ be intermediate fields with 
K 17 K’ = F. The unique minimal ambiguous ideal 8 of QL such that 
Qx + M = OK’ + ?f is denoted by Cm(K, K’). It can be determined 
trivially unless [K : F] = [K’ : F] =pT, a prime power. If K/F and K’/F 
are cyclic of prime degree p, we determine Cm(K, K’) in terms of the 
ramification invariants of ramified primes in L/F. For example, suppose 
L = K. K’ and ?g is a prime divisor of L, totally ramified in L/F. Let 
t(L/F) denote the first ramification number of $ in L/F. Let t = min 
(t(K/F), t(K’/F)), and tl = t(L/F). Then Q?(K, K’) is exactly divisible by 
!J3’, where M =p(t + 1) - tL. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be the quotient field of a Dedekind domain Df. Denote 
(generically) by D, the integral closure of D)F in a finite separable extension 
L of F. Throughout, we shall consider only those ideals of XIL divisible 
by primes for which the residue class extension in L/F is separable. Let K 
and K’ be subfields of L, with Kn K’ = F. For any (integral) ideal % of 
n,, we say K and K’ have corresponding residue systems modulo 2X, and 
write K z K’ (mod 2I), provided XI, + 2I = nK + 21. Among such ideals 
2I there is a unique one minimal with respect to the property that 
2.l= 2&O, = 2&O, where 2& = 2l n K and ‘u,. = 2I n K’. This ideal, 
which we denote by m(K, K’), is divisible only by common prime divisors 
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of the differents !D(K/F) and ~(K’/F). In this paper, we consider the case 
where K and K’ are cyclic extensions of F of prime degree p and L = K * K’. 
We determine m(K,K’) precisely in terms of ramification invariants for 
prime divisors of L in the extension L/F. 
The notion of corresponding residue systems modulo ‘$I (in the case 
where 9.I = ‘%xDL = ‘&DL) was first considered by Butts and Mann [I]. 
In effect, they determined upper and lower bounds for m(K,K’) in the 
case where K/F and K/F are cyclic extensions of prime degree p and F 
contains the pth roots of unity. 
Actually, we shall consider a finer invariant associated with K and K’. 
Suppose that L/F is (finite) Galois. (This is no restriction, since we may 
replace L by its normal closure over Fin finding m(K, K’).) An ideal % of 
DL is ambiguous (in L/F) if a(‘%) = % for all cr E Gal (L/F), the Galois 
group of L over F. Among the ambiguous ideals ‘$I of Dt such that 
K 3 K’ (mod 2I), there is a unique minimal one which is the lowest 
common multiple of the others. (If one does not restrict attention to 
ambiguous ideals, no such minimal ideal exists in general.) This ideal, 
which we denote by !Dl(K,K’), is divisible only by primes ‘$ of L, totally 
ramified in K/F and in K/F. (By this, we mean that ‘!I& and ‘!& are totally 
ramified over (Pr, where we generically denote by Sp, the prime divisor 
Q n K of K.) The smallest ideal % of DL containing !Ul(K, K’) and having 
the form ‘8 = 9&O, = ‘&DL is m(K,K’). 
In Section 1, we derive some general facts about corresponding residue 
systems and show that the problem of determining ‘i?Jl(K,K’) can be 
“semi-localized” to the problem of determining for each prime p of F the 
contribution ‘iN(p : K, K’) of the prime factors of p in L. For this, one can 
replace DF by the valuation ring in F associated with p. We also show that 
the determination of !.Ul(K, K’) is trivial unless [K : F] = [K’ : Fj = p’, a 
prime power. (The problem becomes interesting only when there is higher 
(wild) ramification.) This was shown for m(K, K’) by Butts and Mann [1] 
in the case where K/F and K/F are normal extensions. It is not entirely 
trivial to remove the restriction of normality. Most of the other results 
of this section are, however, easy generalizations of those of [I]. 
In Section 2, we impose the restriction that K/F and K’IF be normal 
extensions and for convenience, we assume L = KS K’, the composite. We 
determine m(p : K, K’) under the assumption that the prime p, which is 
totally ramified in K/F (and K/F), does not ramify further in L/K (and 
L/K’). (This result includes the cases considered in [1, Theorems 11 and 
w 
!lJl(K, K’) is determined in Section 3 in the case that K/F and K’/F are 
cyclic extensions of degree p, and we recover and improve in Section 4 
certain results of [I] for the case that F contain the pth roots of unity. 
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1. GENERAL RESULTS 
Let L/F be finite Galois and let K and K’ be subfields of L with 
K n K’ = F. Let 2l be an ideal of 0,. We begin by deriving several neces- 
sary conditions for K = K’ (mod 2f). 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose K = K’ (mod ‘%). Let ‘& = 2I n K and 
21CKf = 2l n K’. Then 211K and 21z,# have corresponding prime factorizations: 
‘&=JJ{pf’:i=l,...,s} 
~,,=n{pff’:i=l,...,s} 
where the pi(resp pi) are distinct prime ideals of Dx(resp DKP). For the 
corresponding prime ideals we have 
(i) pi+% = ni+2I. 
(ii) pi = (pi + ‘2I) n EI, and pi = (pi + ‘?I) n &,. 
(iii) pi and pi lie over the same prime ideal of QF with the same residue 
class degrees f(pi : K/F) = f(pf : K’/F). 
First we note the following well-known facts: 
(1.2) PROPOSITION.I~~: R --f W is a ring homomorphism from a Dedekind 
domain R onto a ring K with ker g = a # (0), then the canonical corre- 
spondence b c-t ii between ideaIs of R containing a and ideals of R associates 
prime divisors p of a with maximal ideals g of R. If pela but pe’ ’ ,j’ a (here, 
I means “divides”), then e is the smallest integer such that Fe = jY+l. Also 
R/p E w/p. (From this, it follows that the prime factorization of a and the 
residue class fields of the primes dividing a are determined entirely by 
properties of it.) 
Proof. We remark only that the standard correspondence is multiplica- 
tive in the sense that if b c-) b and 6’ HI?, then b -6’ + at, 6 *I?. The rest 
is an easy exercise. 
Proof of (1.1). One applies (1.2) to the canonical homomorphisms 
g:Dx+DJ% and g’:Dx,+ D,/‘%, noting that ker g = 911, and 
ker g’ = 21z,,. The assumption that K z K’ (mod %) implies that 
g(0,) = g’(Q). But since the factorization of the kernel is determined by 
properties of the image ring, it follows that 21K and 9lx, have corre- 
sponding prime factorizations as asserted. The statements (i) and (ii) are 
merely translations of the statements g(pi) = g’(pI) = pi and Pi = g-‘(iii) 
and pi = g’-‘@ii). Finally, (“‘) iii is an easy consequence of g(Dr) = g’(DF). 
We remark that if ‘8 = ‘$I&,, = 2&O, (as considered in [I]), the 
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prime factorizations are identical in the sense that pied = piDL. For in 
that case pi& 3 2I and pfD= 2 2I so that 
PiDL = (pi + 2I)DL = (Pf + 2I)DO, = PID,. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. Suppose ‘2f is ambiguous in L/F and that K z K’ 
(mod ‘$I). Then, for all o E Gal (L/F) and all a E DK *B,, we have 
a(a) E a (mod 2I). (This does not generally hold for all a E Xl,.) 
Proof. Let D = Ox+% = D,, +2f. (D is a subring of D,, indeed it is 
an D,-order of L.) Clearly 0, * D,, E D. Let H = {a E Gal (L/F) : 
(a- 1)D c 21). S ince 2I is ambiguous, H is a subgroup. For a, z E H 
implies 
(ar-1)D E (ar-a)D+(a-1)D E a2I+2l= 2X. 
Moreover Gal (L/K) E H. For a E Gal (L/K) implies that (a- l)D, = (0) 
whence (a- l)(Dx+ 2X) = (a-l)% E 2l. Similarly, Gal (L/K’) E H, so 
H = Gal (L/F) and the result follows. 
The preceding proposition has numerous consequences which we shall 
consider later. For now, it will suffice to observe that it implies that 2l 
cannot be arbitrarily small. For if we choose a E 0x, a 4 F, then 
2I 2 (a -a’)DL where a’ is any conjugate of a over F. Thus we have 
shown the existence of a minimal ambiguous 2I such that K s K’ (mod 21). 
The next proposition will guarantee its uniqueness. 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. Suppose VI and b are ambiguous ideals of DL and 
are relatively prime (i.e. 2l+ 23 = D3. If K = K’ (mod 21) and K = K’ 
(mod b), then K = K’ (mod 2lS). 
Proof. Let y’ E-OK’. Then we have y’ 3 a (mod 2I) and y’ 3 /I (mod 23) 
for suitable a, /? E D,. Now, since 2L and ?I3 are ambiguous and relatively 
prime, 21K and 113, are relatively prime. Thus, by the Chinese remainder 
theorem, there is a y E D, such that a = y(mod 2&J and /I = y (mod 23x). 
Hence y’ = y (mod 2l) and y’ = y (mod 23). Again, since 2f and 23 are 
coprime, y’ = y (mod 2P.B). Thus, Dx. _c Dx + 2PB, which suffices by 
symmetry. 
(1.5) DEFINITION. Let LIJz(K, K’) denote the (unique) minimal ambiguous 
ideal 2I of fIL such that K z K’ (mod 2l). We note that LxJz(K, K’) is divisible 
by all other such ambiguous ideals. (The dependence of !IX(K,K’) on the 
choice of field L containing K and K’ is suppressed since it is only super- 
ficial. Evidently if we replace L by a larger field L’, finite Galois over F, 
then %I(K, K’) is replaced merely by %R(K, K’) *D,,.) 
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Let p be a prime ideal of DOF and ?$J a prime divisor of L, dividing p. 
Let ‘$3” denote the product of the distinct conjugates of !$3 over F. Then 
p-DL = (‘p#)’ where e = e(p; L/F) is the ramification index of ‘?J3 over F. 
We shall (generically) denote by w, the normalized additive valuation of 
K for the prime (PK. 
(1.6) DEFINITION. Let %I(p : K, K’) denote the p-component of !JJl(K, K’). 
We note that, in view of (1.4), %X(p : K, K’) = (Fp#)M where M = M(‘$# : 
K, K’) is the largest integer for which K E K’ (mod (!Qp”)“). 
Let 
n=[K:F] and n’=[K’:F]. 
(1.7) THEOREM. K = K’ (mod Vp#) if and only if ‘$3 is totally ramified in 
K/F and in K’IF. Furthermore, in this case M(‘p# ; K, K’) 2 min (e/n, e/n’), 
and equality holds if n # n’. 
Proof. First suppose ‘@ is totally ramified in K/F and K/F. Then 
(!$3#)‘/” = Cpx-Q and (!$!#)‘I” = !& * DL. Suppose n 2 n’. We must show 
K E K’ (mod (‘$3#>‘/“). 
Since the residue class degree f(‘&; K/F) = I, we have 0, = Dr+‘?&. 
Likewise D,. = Dr+‘&. Now & c (‘$#)‘I” and ‘@x9 E (‘$3”)““. 
Hence, adding (!IJ#)e/” to both sides of the above equation we obtain 
D,+(cp#)e’” = D,+(p)+ = D3K’+(cp#)e’“, 
whence M(Cp# : K, K’) 2 e/n. Moreover, if n > n’, then (Cp#)@‘“)+i A K 
= ‘pi while (Cp#)(e/n)+l n K’ = Cpx.. Thus, if K s K’ (mod (Ip”)(““)“), 
the requirement of corresponding prime factorizations of (1.1) would be 
violated. Hence A4(‘%J3” : K, K’) = e/n. 
Conversely, suppose K E K’ (mod P”). By symmetry, it suffices to 
show !l3 totally ramified in K/F. First, we show that p does not split in 
K/F. Let o E Gal (L/F), and a E ‘& E ‘$3. By (1.3), u(a) = a (mod ‘$#). 
Therefore, u(a) E 0 (mod ‘$J). Hence ‘$2 (T(‘&) or o-‘(‘p) 2 ‘QK. Hence 
& is divisible by all conjugates of !J3 in L/F, so p does not split in K/F. 
It remains to show f(&; K/F) = 1. Now, DJ’p is a Galois extension 
of B,/p, and all automorphisms are induced by automorphisms in 
Gal (L/F) (or, more precisely, in the decomposition group of ‘$ in L/F). 
But, by (1.3), elements of D, are left fixed (mod 8) by such automor- 
phisms. Hence D,/‘& is fixed elementwise by all automorphisms of 
D,/!JI over D&.X Thus f('?&; K/F) = 1, as required. 
The preceding theorem completely determines !Ul(K,K’) in case 
[K: fl# [K’ : 4. Now, suppose n = [K : F] = [K’ : F]. 
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(1.8) THEOREM. Suppose ‘$3 is totally ram$ed in K/F and K/F. Then 
M(Cp” ; K, K’) 2 e/n. Here, equality holds unless n = p’ for some r, where 
p is the rational prime divisible by ‘p (i.e. the residue class characteristic of 
rp>* 
Before proving Theorem (1.8), we state the following proposition which 
will be used in the proof. Denote by lY(K+ L; F) the set of F-isomorphisms 
of K into L. (There are [K: F] such isomorphisms.) 
(1.9) PROPOSITION. Let $3 be totally ramified in the extension K/F, and 
let F E E c K. Let nK be a prime element for (PK in K and nE a prime element 
for ‘!& in E. Let o E T(E + L; F). Then 
WL(~(%~ - 74 = c WLwk) - d 
s+n 
where the index s of the summation runs over the set of those s E T(K+L; F) 
whose restriction to E coincides with o. 
We omit the proof. In essence, this proposition is the same as ([4], 
Proposition 3, p. 71). Although it is stated there with the additional 
assumptions that K/F and E/F are Galois and that K is complete, these 
assumptions are not essential to the proof given there. 
Proof of (1.8). We know from (1.7) that M(‘$# ; K, K’) 2 e/n. Suppose 
> holds. Let n = e, -p’ where p $ e,. We must show e, = 1. 
Let N c L be the normal closure of K over F. Let T and V denote, 
respectively, the inertia and (first) ramification fields for (PN in N/F. 
Since ‘p is unramified in T/F and totally ramified in K/F, the two extensions 
are linearly disjoint, which is to say that [KT : Tj = [K : F] = eOp’. Now, 
since N/T is Galois and ‘Jp is totally ramified in N/T, the Galois group of 
N/T is unchanged if N and T are replaced by their completions at Ip. In 
particular, the lattice of fields between N and T, and their degrees are not 
changed by completing at ‘$. Thus, the (not necessarily normal) extension 
KT/T contains a unique subextension V,/T of degree [Vc : T] = e, in 
which ?J3 is tamely ramified. (See, for example, [5], Theorem 347, p. 92.) 
Clearly V, E I/. Now V/T is a cyclic extension, so VJT is also cyclic (thus, 
in particular, normal). 
Let nK E K and ny,, E V, be prime elements for (PR and 5&Q,, respectively. 
(Then rcK is also a prime element for ‘!QPKT in KT.) If e, # 1, we may choose 
cr E Gal (V,/T), cr # 1, and by (1.9) applied to T E V, c KT, we have 
WLM?~) - %,I = c WLMk> - d. s--J 
Now, since V,,/T is a normal extension, totally and tamely ramified at ‘p, 
wLM7+J- vo) = wL(+J = [KT : ~&k(nd = p’W4. 
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But, by assumption, K = K’ (mod (‘;P#)“‘“‘f’), so that (1.3) implies 
wL(s(rcK)-zK) 2 (e/n)+ 1. Since there are [KT: V,] terms in the sum, we 
have 
,Fo wJs(d - 4 2 p’Ke/n) + 1). 
But this is greater than w,(a(n,,) - rcyO), which is a contradiction. Hence 
e,= 1. 
We establish, next, a criterion which will be useful in the exact deter- 
mination of M(!@# ; K, K’). 
(1.10). PROPOSITION. Let n = [K : F] = [K’ : F], and suppose ‘$3 is 
totally ramified in K/F and K’IF. Let 71 be a prime element for q, in K. 
Then M(!JJp” ; K, K’) is the largest integer M such that II E cc’ (mod (‘$JP#)M) 
for some ci’ E DK,. 
ProoJ Let A4 be the integer so defined. Clearly M 2 M(‘$# ; K,K’). 
Suppose M > M($3# ; K, K’). Then, by (1.8), M > e/n = e(Q; L/K) 
e(‘@; L/K’). Suppose rc E rc’ (mod (‘+$.I”)“) where 7~’ E D3,,. Then, since 
iis exactly divisible by (‘p”) ““, so is 7t’, whence rc’ is a prime element 
for vK, in D,,. Now, since ‘$ is totally ramified in K/F and K’IF, we 
have D,+(‘$J’)M = D,[z]+((P#)~ and DKP+(\P#)M = D,[n’]+(V”)“. 
But z = n’(mod (‘$J#)“) implies XIJII’] +(‘$3,“)” = D,[~c]+(!$!#)~, 
whence K E K’ (mod (pD#)M). This contradicts M > M(‘p# ; K, K’) 
so M = M((P# ; K, K’). 
Now, if 2I = %!II,DL = ‘u,,D,, as considered in [I], then 91 is surely 
ambiguous in L/F. (For ‘$I is invariant under the automorphisms of both 
Gal (L/K) and Gal (L/K’).) Moreover, the lowest common multiple of 
two ideals of that type is again of that type. Hence we may define: 
(1.11) DEFINITION. Let m(K, K’) denote the (unique) minimal ideal !II 
of DL such that % = 2&D‘ = 91,,DL and such that K = K’ (mod 41). We 
note that m(K, K’) is divisible by all other ideals having these properties. 
Clearly m(K, K’) is the highest divisor 91 of (i.e. smallest ideal 2I con- 
taining) %X(K, K’) with the property 2I = ‘%xDL = ‘%,.Dh. We will regard 
tn(K,K’) at various times as an ideal of 0, or of DK, or of 8,. We note 
the following corollary to (1.7) and (1.8). 
(1.12) COROLLARY. fl [K: F] # [K’ : F], tn(K, K’) = (1). Suppose 
[K : F] = [K’ : F] = n, and let p be u prime divisor of F. 
(i) If p is not totally ramljied in K/F and K’IF, then p is relatively prime 
to m(K, K’). 
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(ii) If p is totally ramified in K/F and K/F, then ‘$&(K,K’). More- 
over, nt(K, K’) is divisible by (Ip,# only if n = pr for some r, 
where p is the rational prime divisible by p. 
.Proof. (i) is immediate from (1.7). To show the first assertion suppose 
n > n’. If p is totally ramified in K/F and K’/F, suppose (!@#)s is the power 
of ‘p# dividing tn(K, K’), and s > 0. Then, by (1.7), s 5 e/n < e/n’, and 
(Ip#)& = ‘& and (!j3#&. = !&,. But we must have (‘p#)s = ‘$x. DL 
= $3,. *Q which implies s = e/n = e/n’, a contradiction. Thus II = n’, 
which proves the first assertion. Moreover, if IZ = n’, ((PK)DL = (‘&)DL 
= (‘p#)““, so that nt(K, K’) is divisible exactly by ((p,J”’ where m is the 
largest integer such that m* (e/n) I M(Cp# ; K, K’). Clearly, (1.8) implies 
that m 2 1 with > holding only if n = p’ for some r. This proves (ii). 
We shall henceforth denote by m(CQK; K, K’) the largest integer m such 
that (5$3x)“’ divides nt(K, K’) and we record here the observation 
(1.13) 
where the brackets denote the greatest integer function. 
2. NORMAL EXTENSIONS 
Let L/F be any normal extension of F, and p a prime divisor of F. Let v 
be a prime divisor of L lying over p. Denote by G,@; L/F) the ith rami- 
fication group of ‘$3 in L/F, where the numbering is chosen so that Gwl is 
the decomposition group, G, is the inertia group, and B E G, if and only if 
a(a) z u (mod Cp” ‘) for all u E DDL. This is the numbering used in [4] 
and [5], but it differs from that used in [I] and [3]. If p is totally ramified 
in L/F, denote by t(p ; L/F) the largest integer t such that Gt(‘$ ; L/F) 
= Gal (L/F). We shall omit the reference to the prime in the notation, 
when it can be inferred from the context. (The “order of ramification” v 
used in [I] and [3] is the smallest integer v such that G, = {I}. In particular, 
when L/F is cyclic of prime degree, v = t + 1). 
Now, suppose K/F and K’/F are normal extensions, F = K n K’, and 
let L = K* K’, the composite. Also suppose [K : F] = [K’ : F]. Let p be a 
prime ideal of Z)r, totally ramified in K/F and in K’IF. Let ‘@ be a prime 
factor of p in nL. The following is a restatement of ([I], Theorem 7). 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. M(‘@# ;K, K’) I e(‘Q; L/K)* (t+ 1) and m(!&;K, K’) 
I (t+ 1) where t = min (t(p; K/F), t(~; K’IF)). 
Proof. Let t = t(K/F) I t(K’/F). Choose Q E Gal (K/F), Q 4 G,+l 
(Cpk; K/F). Then, there is an CI E n, such that U(R)-a is exactly divisible 
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by ‘$F? Since, by (1.3), ‘2R(K,K’)la(cr)-a, and ‘f&D3, = (‘$#)etw;L’K), we 
must have M(‘p#; K,K’) I e(p; L/K)*(t+l). By (1.13), m(pK; K,K’) 
I (t+ 1). 
Suppose now that e(‘$; L/K) = 1, which is to say that ‘?&a DL = VP”. 
(Also !&,DDL = ‘@‘, since e(‘$; L/K) = e(p; L/K’).) We intend to show 
that both inequalities in (2.1) become equalities. Let T = the inertia field 
for !J in L/F. Then [T: F] = [K: Fj. Also, since ‘$ is unramified in T/F, 
we have T n K = F. Thus, the map 0 -+ & from Gal (L/T) to Gal (K/F) 
is an isomorphism. (Of course, the same holds for K/F as well.) 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. Zf e(‘$; L/K) = 1, the canonical isomorphism 
Gal (L/T) z Gal (K/F) maps Gi(~; L/T) onto Gi((PK; K/F) for all i. In 
particular, t(P; K/F) = t(‘?&.; L/T). 
Proof. Let rc be a prime element for ‘$, in K. Then n: is a prime element 
for ‘p in L. Moreover, if cr E Gal (L/T), then !+?“16(~)-z if and only if 
!@~,“Ie(n)-rr, since a(l))-rr E K. Hence 0 E Gi(‘@; L/T) if and only if 
& E Gi(~~; K/F). The rest is clear. 
(2.3) THEOREM. If e(!JJ ; L/K) = 1, then 
M(Cp#; K,K’) = t+l = m(‘&; K,K’) 
where t = t(P ; K/F) = t(P ; K//F). 
Proof. From (2.2) applied to K/F and to K//F, it follows that t(p; K/F) 
= t(p: K’/F). For any subfield E of L, let E denote the residue class field 
DE/‘&. Choose a system of representatives A of Lsuch that those elements 
of A which represent classes of F are chosen in F. Let 71 E K be a prime 
element for vK. Then rc is a prime element for ‘$3. Hence, in the usual way, 
for any integer s, each element of DL is congruent (mod clps+ ‘) to a 
(unique) element of form 
C(a,7$:i=O,...,s} 
where ai E A. Let a’ be any element of D,, and suppose 
a’ E c (aid : i = 0,. . ., t} (mod ‘$‘+I). (2.4) 
We intend to show first that each ai E F. 
Now a0 E F, since R’ = F. Let e be any element of the decomposition 
group G-,(‘$; L/K). Then a(Q) = ‘p, bjK = 1, and c& E G,(K’/F). Thus 
a’ = a(a’) (mod ‘@‘), 
and applying c to both sides of (2.4), 
a(a’) E c (o(a,)n’ : i = 0,. . . , t> (mod clp” ‘). 
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Thus, 
C {Ui7ti : i = 0, * ..,t}=~{(O(ai)Ri:i=O,. . ., t> (mod Cp”‘). (2.5) 
Since a, E F, a, = o(uO). Thus, subtracting the first term from both sides 
of (2.5) and dividing by 71, we see that a, = a@,) (mod 9). Now, the 
decomposition group GWl(!@; L/K) 
-- 
is canonically identified with Gal (L/K) 
= Gal (L/F). As c runs over G-,((P; L/K), we see that the residue class 
of a, is fixed under all automorphisms of L/F, and hence belongs to F. 
Thus a, E F, by the choice of A. Hence a, = o(uJ. Thus, subtracting 
a0 +a, z from both sides of (2.5) and dividing by rc’, we obtain 
u2 E cr(u2) (mod ‘p). The same argument shows u2 E F so a, = a(u2). 
Proceeding in this way, we show eventually that Ui E F for i = 0,. . . , t. 
Hence 
and, by (2.4), we have 
a’ E a (mod p’+ ‘) for some a E OK. (2.6) 
Now, choose any c E Gal (L/K). Then c& E G,(K’/F), so a’ = o(a)) 
(mod clpkt”). But applying 0 to (2.6), we get a(a’) E a (mod o(‘$)“‘). 
Thus a’ E a (mod ~(v)‘+~). As cr runs over Gal (L/K), a@) runs over all 
conjugates of ‘$I Hence a’ = a (mod (‘$#)‘+‘), and Ox, E D,+(‘p#)‘+‘. 
By symmetry, K E K’ (mod (p#)‘+ ‘), and so M(V# ; K, K’) 2 t+ 1. By 
(2. I), equality holds. By (1.13), m(!&; K, K’) = t + 1, which completes the 
proof. 
3. CYCLIC EXTENSIONS OF PRIME DEGREE 
Now, suppose KJF and K’/F are cyclic extensions of prime degreep, and 
p is a prime of DOF, dividing p and totally ramified in K/F and K’IF, and !J3 
a prime divisor of p in DL, where L = K * K’. Then e = e(‘$ ; L/F) = p 
or p2. 
(3.1) THEOREM. 
Let t = min (t(p; K/F), t(~; K’/F)). 
Then 
Let tl = 
t(q; L/F) if e = p2, or 
- 1 if e = p. 
(i) M(~#;K,K’)= “life=p’ und 
p(t+l)-t, if e = p2. (In this case p$tJ. 
(ii) m(p3,; K,K’) = [p(t+f--21] = [p(‘+l’p(Ll+l)]a 
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Proof. Let A4 = M(!j3; K, K’). We first prove (i). 
If e = p, then e(‘$; L/K) = 1, and the result follows from (2.3). Suppose 
e = p2, whence ‘$3’ = ‘$. Let rt be a prime element for (PK in K. Then 
rr z n’(mod ‘5j3”) for some prime element 7~’ for (VK, in K’, and 
71 $ n’ (mod ‘$JpM’ ‘), by (1.10). Thus, 7~ = rc’ +a where We = M. 
Now, since J?= F, we havep ,j’ M. (Otherwise, a = a(~‘)~‘~ (mod ‘$JMfl) 
for some a E F, whence n = rc’+u(r~‘)~‘~ (mod p”+l). This implies 
M(‘?$; K, K’) > M, a contradiction.) Let CJ generate Gal (L/K’). Then 
a(n) - 71 = o(a) - CL 
Now &~(rc)-z) = t(K/F)+ 1, since & generates Gal (K/F). By ([4], 
Exercise 3a, p. 79), w~(~J(cI)-CC) = t(L/K’)+M, since p J’ M. Thus, 
p . (t(K/F) + 1) = t(L/K’) + kf, so 
A4 = p. ((K/F) + 1) - @/K’). (3.2) 
Similarly, reversing the roles of K and K’, we see that ii4 = p * (t(K’/F) + 1) 
- t(L/K), whence 
@J/K’) - (L/K) = p * ((K/F) - f(K’/F)). (3.3) 
Now, the form of (3.2) is similar to the form of the result in (i) which 
we are proving. It remains only to establish certain relationships between 
the ramification invariants. 
Let nl, be a prime element for ‘$ in L. Suppose that G,, + ,(L/F) = {l}. 
Then if s E Gal (L/F), s # 1, we have 
w&Q) - 71J = f, + 1. (3.4) 
Hence t, = t(L/K) = t(L/K’). Thus, by (3.3), t(K/F) = t(K’/F) = t, and (3.2) 
implies that (i) holds in this case. 
Suppose Gt,+lWF) Z {lh and let R be the fixed field of Gt,+ ,(L/F). 
The Hilbert sequence for L/F is 
G, = G, =. . . = G,, ‘I G,,,, =. . . = G,, 2 Gf;+l = (1) 
for some integer t, > t,. Ifs E Gal (L/F), s # I, we have 
if s$Gal(L/R) 
if s E Gal (L/R). (3.5) 
Suppose R # K and R # K’. Then t(L/K) = t(L/K’) = tI, so by (3.3) 
t(K/F) = t(K’/F) = t. Hence (3.2) implies that (i) holds in this case. If 
R = K or R = K’, we may suppose (by symmetry) that R = K. Then by 
(3.5), t(L/K) = t, > t, = t(L/K’), whence by (3.3), t = t(K/F) < t(K’/F). 
Hence (3.2) again implies that (i) holds in this case. This completes the 
proof of (i). 
We note that (ii) holds if e =p, by (2.3) and the definition of t,. If 
e =p2, then by (1.13), m(pK; K,K’) = [M/p], where M=p(t+l)- t,. But, 
as we noted before, p ,j’ M, whence [M/p] = [(M- 1)/p] and (ii) follows. 
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For aesthetic and computational reasons, we include at this point 
three additional facts relating the ramification invariants of the various 
subextensions of L/F, in the case that e =p2. 
(i) t, = t if G,,+,(L/F) = (1). 
(ii) t, = t(R/F) if G,,+,(L/F) # (1). (3.6) 
(iii) t1 I t in either case. 
These facts follow in various easy ways from results in Chapter IV of [4]. 
We will derive them from (1.9). 
If G,,+,WF) = (11, 1 e (T E Gal (K/F), (r # 1, and let rcx be a prime t 
element for (Px in K. Then 
There are exactly p automorphisms s of L/F which restrict to 0. Hence, 
computing both sides and using (3.4), we get p * (t(K/F)+ 1) =p(tl + I), 
whence (i) follows. 
If G,,+,(L/F) # {l}, let cr E Gal (R/F), (r # 1. A similar computation, 
using (3.5), gives p + (t(R/F) + 1) = p(t, + l), whence (ii) follows. 
In either case, let K be any intermediate field of degree p over F, and let 
CT E Gal (K/F), cr # 1. Then (1.9) and (3.4) or (3.5) imply similarly that 
p * (t(K/F) + 1) 2 p(tl + l), whence (iii) follows. 
4. KUMMER EXTENSIONS OF DEGREEP 
In addition to the assumptions of Section 3, we suppose that F contains 
c, a primitive pth root of unity. Then K = F(p”p) and K’ = F((p’)“p) with 
p, p’ E DF, and we may assume that w&L) = 0 or 1 and w&‘) = 0 or 1 
(see [2], Section 391). Let n&l- 5) = a. The main result of Butts and Mann 
for extensions of this type is ([I], Theorem 14) which we state as follows: 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let t = min (t(p; K/F), t(p; K//F)). Then (t+ 1)-a 
rm(rp,;K,K’)<t+l. 
Proof. The second inequality is clear. We will show the first inequality. 
In ([2], Section 391 it is shown that p is ramified in K/F if and only if either: 
(i) w(p) = 1, or 
(ii) w(p) = 0 and the congruence xp = p (mod p”“) has no solution 
in D,. 
It is further shown in ([I], Theorems 9 and 12) that t(K/F) = ap-k where 
we have in these same two cases, respectively: 
(i) k = 0, or 
(ii) k > 0 and the congruence xp = p is solvable in Dp modulo pk, 
but not mod Do+‘. 
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Suppose t = t(K/F). Since by (3.6)(iii), t, I t = up-k, we have by 
(3.l)(ii), 
m(&; K K’) = [t+ 1 -(h)/~l2 Ct+ 1 --(a~-- W/p1 
= t+l-a+[k/p]. 
(We remark that the term [k/p] gives an improvement of the result stated 
in ([I], Theorem 141; however this improvement is implicit in the proof 
given in [I]). 
Note that we always have m = m(f&; K, K’) I up + 1. As a final applica- 
tion, we determine necessary and sufficient conditions for m = up+ 1 and 
for m = up. Our conditions substantially simplify the complicated con- 
gruence conditions of ([I], Theorem 16) and generalize those of ([I], 
Theorem 17). 
In order for m to be rap, clearly we must have t(K/F) + 1 2 up or 
t(K/F) 2 up - 1, and similarly t(K’/F) 2 up - 1. Thus, we must have either 
wr(p) = 0 and the congruence xp - p (mod p’) not solvable, or W&L) = 1. 
Similarly for p’. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let m = m(!&; K,K’). Suppose t(K/F) and t(K’/F) are 
2 up - 1. Then the folIowing hold. 
(i) m = up + 1 if and only if w&) = w, (p’) = 1 and the congruence 
pp z p’ (mod papfl) is solvable in DF. 
(ii) m = up if and only if either of the following holds: 
(a) W&A) = w&‘) = 1 and the congruence ,uxP E p’ is solvable in 
0, module pap’l-*, but not mod pap’l. 
(b) w&) = w&J) = 0 and the congruence pxp 3 (#(mod pap) 
is solvable in Df, for some r with 0 < r -C p. 
Proof. (i). Now m = [(t+ 1)-(t,)/p] I t+ 1 I ap+l. Thus, m = up+ 1 
if and only if t = up and t, = - 1 (since t, = 0 is impossible). Now, 
t = min(t(K/F), t(K’/F)) = up if and only if w&) = w&‘) = 1, so we 
suppose t = up. Next, t, = - 1 if and only if e = p, or equivalently 
[T : F] = p, where T is the inertia field for 5j3 in L/F. The intermediate fields 
of degree p over F are (besides K and K’) the fields F((p’pS)“p) for 
s= l,... ,p- 1. The prime p is ramified in all of these with the possible 
exception of the last (s = p - 1). Thus t = - 1 if and only if p is unramified 
in F((p’/p)“p) over F. This is equivalent to solvability of the congruence 
xp E $/p(mod p”“) in Dr, which is equivalent to pxp E p’ (mod pap+r), 
since w&) = 1. (One may assume here, for convenience, that DF is the 
valuation ring for p in F.) 
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(ii). Using the same inequality as in the proof of(i), we see that m = up 
if and only if either of the following occur: 
(a’) t=apandO<t,Ip. 
(b’) t=ap-landt,= - 1 (since t, = 0 is impossible). 
Considering (a’), we see t = up if and only if IV&) = IV&‘) = 1, so we 
suppose t = ap. Now if 0 < t, up, then tl < t and (in (3.6)) we must have 
t(R/F) = t,, for some intermediate field R of degree p over F. As in the 
proof of (i), the only possibility for R is F((p’/p)l’p). Then t(R/F) = up-k 
where the congruence xp E p’/p is solvable mod pk but not mod pk+‘. 
The condition 0 < t, I p then becomes 0 < up-k s p or ap-p I k < ap. 
Thus, 0 < t, 5 p is equivalent to solvability of the congruence p.xp = p’ 
modulo pap+ ’ -p, but not mod pap+r. Thus (a’) is equivalent to (a). 
Now, assume (b’). By (2.3), t, = - 1 implies that t = t(K/F) = t(K’/F). 
Thus t = up- 1 implies IV&) = w&‘) = 0. The condition t, = - 1 
implies that p is unramified in one of the intermediate fields, say 
F(((,u’)‘/~)“~) where 0 < r < p. This implies that xp E ($)‘//.I (mod p”“) is 
solvable, or equivalently pxp 3 ($>‘(mod +.J“~). Conversely, if IV&) 
= w&‘) = 0, solvability of this congruence implies t, = - 1. Moreover, 
under our general assumption that t 2 up- 1, w&) = w&) = 0 implies 
t = up - 1. Hence (b’) is equivalent to (b). 
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